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Memorandum of Understanding: Partnership between Neuroendocrinology (NE) and the European NeuroEndocrine Association (ENEA)

1. The ENEA meetings (both the biannual congress and the alternating biannual topic specific Symposium) will include a NE sponsored Speaker and the Rolf Gaillard prize-winner.

2. The NE-sponsored Speaker and the RG prize winner and other, pre-selected speakers will be asked to provide a paper for publication in NE, subject to the usual peer review. This could be an opportunity to develop Frontier Themes of interest to both ENEA attendees and NE readership. This could be achieved by, a posteriori, selecting topics/talks of common interest from the Program or by a priori joint design of Topic. Proposal: a specific issue every other year on the Symposium-specific topic, this issue will be sponsored by NE.

3. In order to make the «Official status» more appealing to readership and attendees, NE confirms the existing reduced subscription rates for ENEA members and that there are no publication charges (including color illustrations).

In addition, the possibility of electronic format only, and on registration to ENEA Conferences at reduced fees for each NE subscriber/members.

4. Links between NE and ENEA will be further consolidated through reciprocal memberships on the NE Editorial Board and ENEA ExCo. It is proposed that ENEA delegates two individuals, preferably one with broad clinical expertise and one with broad basic science expertise, as associate editors to the editorial board of the journal. The NE editor-in-chief will be invited to attend specific parts of the ExCo meetings as pre-specified by the ExCo in the agenda.

5. Other topics of discussion are, if applicable, the publication of ENEA Guidelines, the publication of ENEA congress abstracts in the online only format, publication of ENEA News, linking of the webpages (at the moment only from the journal to the association), reciprocal promotion, i.e. advertising of ENEA meetings in the journal and its homepage, and the journal at the meetings.

Agreed and confirmed, CapeTown, South Africa, 22nd of October 2017

Prof. A.M. Pereira
President of the European Neuroendocrine Association

Prof. Robert Millar
Editor-in-chief of Neuroendocrinology